Access-Ability, supplier of accessibility…..
Under Vehicle Wheelchair Lift : A-Lift
was developed by Autoadapt for the European public
transport market. The cassette form factor has its
benefits. Since it is mounted under the floor, it allows
for maximum flexibility in floor planning. Also, in the
event of an emergency, another type of lift could be a
potential obstruction to the only exit.

Under Vehicle Lift « A LIFT »

Key Features :


Leading capacity-to-weight ratio : 350kg / 155kg = 2.25



Simplicity in use -only three buttons



Reliability : resistant to wear and tear, dirt, water, extreme temperatures
as well as the passage of time



Anti-slip surface on the platform and bridge plate, for the safety of both
wheelchair users and standees



Automatic roll stop for more safety



Smooth and silent in operation



Manual bridge plate
Unfold manually when the lift is deployed and fold back manually when
stowing the lift. No handling needed in between



Sturdy handrails: highly visible and reliable



EMC test approved



Mounting brackets for major brands: Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Ford, Peugeot,
Fiat, Citroën, Iveco, Renault, Opel, Nissan



Compact and design pump module: seating efficiency as well as usage
efficiency at an optimum level
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Access-Ability, supplier of accessibility…..
Technical specifications:

Lift
weight
130kg

Adapting
device
weight

Lifting
Capacity

25kg

350kg

for

the

following

Lenght

Width

1265-1420mm

800mm

models:

Citroën Jumper II, Citroën
Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer, Ford Transit, Iveco Daily VI, MB Sprinter
Nissan NV400, Opel Movano, Renault Master, VW Crafter.

Relay,
W906,

Easy Installation as 1, 2, 3 :
1.Vehicle specific mounting brackets
No need to drill holes or do complex measuring. Simply find the corresponding
holes and bolt the brackets into place.

2. Purpose designed packaging
Installation directly from the transportation pallet using a forklift.

3. Adjust and tighten
When the lift is in the correct position , insert and tighten the bolts in the
mounting brackets and their counterparts. This design makes it possible to
easily adjust the position of the lift .

For further information please dont’t hesitate to contact us!
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Under Vehicle Lift « A LIFT »

Available

Usable dimesions of the platfom

